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ABSTRACT

Hot compression experiments using a dilatometer were carried out in order to study the effects of hot compression parameters on the flow behaviour of 1.4841 steel. Specifically, the effects of the strain rate and the deformation temperature within a temperature range of 950 – 1100 °C, strain rate of 0.001-0.5 s⁻¹ and strain value of 0.5 were studied among all the effective hot compression parameters. The results were shown in the actual strain–stress curve. Embedded in the work hardening, recrystallization and recovery theories, the hot compression mechanism was determined by focusing on the flow behaviour patterns of this steel. The sensitivity to strain rate and temperature, activation energy and the Zener – Holloman parameter were also investigated. Critical strains (εᵣ) of 0.2 and 0.35 were calculated for strain rates of 0.001 and 0.01 s⁻¹, respectively. The findings showed that the recrystallization and flow stress fell when a deformation was imposed at a low strain rate and high temperature. A further increase in the strain rate and a decrease in the temperature resulted in a dynamic recovery mechanism as the dominant process. With an increase in the temperature, the strain rate sensitivity increased, and the rise in the strain rate resulted in a decrease in the temperature sensitivity. The temperature sensitivity (η_s) for various strain rates was estimated more precisely to be within the range of 3.3 to 11.2. The Q₁₀ was measured and the value was 459.186 kJ/mol.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent literatures have demonstrated that various stainless steel alloys can be used to produce casted and rolled parts. Due to its high strength, special toughness, ductility and its suitable formability in cement, oil, ceramic and furnace industries, SSA usually has been used (Nasser et al. 2001). In order to do thermomechanical process in steels, it is necessary to control parameters such as temperature, strain rate in hot deformation processes. In this process, mechanism such as WRL, DRV, and DRX will be occurred simultaneously (Yang et al. 2017 & Kim et al. 2001). When hot deformation started, dislocation density would gradually increase. Any increasing in deformation amount will lead to dislocation density increase and cross slip dislocation. As a result, Polygonization Mechanism or dynamical recovery process would happen. When the strain reaches into a critical amount, new grains will be nucleated by bulging. In this stage, DRX will be happened. Hence, the higher strain amount, the lower flow stress is reported. This condition will turn into steady state. In this stage, a kind of balance between their dislocation producing and their depletion will be created by nucleation process (Wang et al. 2005). Restoration mechanism is a function of deformation conditions i.e. temperature and strain rate in hot deformation process.

Various effects such as deformation speed and temperature have an impact on flow stress traces which can be explained by looking into dislocation mechanism as well as dynamic recrystallization in polycrystalline metals. In fact, dynamic recrystallization in phenomenon reacts to the temperature alteration and processing time. Basically, when lower strain rates are followed by higher temperatures, it leads to longer time for energy accumulation as well as causing higher mobilities at boundaries for the nucleation and dynamically recrystallized grains growth and dislocation annihilation and hence mitigate the flow stress level. In contrast to aforementioned phenomenon, higher strain rate and lower temperature increase the stress (Liu et al. 2000). On one hand, temperature can influence on atom’s diffusion coefficient, ease of movement, dislocation neutralization and sub grain boundary formation. On the other hand, it can also be effective on nucleation mechanism and dynamical recrystallization growth (Beladi et al. 2017). Furthermore, strain rate parameter is effective on how to occur restoration mechanism. In lower strain rates, when temperature is constant and there is enough time to do micro structural changes in restoration process, a decrease in flow stress will be observed. Generally, strain rate amount can influence on both dynamical recovery process resulted from dislocation movement and also recrystallization kinetic resulted from grain boundary movements (Liu et al. 2000 & Drobnjak et al. 1997 & Zhou et al. 2017). One of the most important parameters which study temperature, effect and strain rate on flow stress is Z parameter. This parameter studies the effect of strain rate directly and also temperature effects based on Arrinou equation, the same as in Eq. 1:
In this equation, $Z$ is Zener-Hollomon parameter which indicates the effect of deformation condition, where $(e^\dot{e})$ is strain rate, $Q$ is activation energy in hot deformation, $R$ is gas constant, $T$ is absolute temperature, where it is defined as in Eq. 2 (Kuhn and Medlin 2000):

$$Q = R \frac{\partial \ln \sigma}{\partial \ln T} \dot{e}$$

(2)

Nowadays, the creep model is broadly applicable in constitutive equations which explain the hot deformation of metals and alloys. To correlate $s(e^\dot{e})$ in a range of temperature, the creep model introduces the Zener-Holloman parameter, the so-called temperature-compensated strain rate.

The creep model is highly precise whenever applied in explanations of the flow stress under creep deformation conditions, for instance high temperature as well as low strain rate. But, in order to predict the flow stress under non-creep deformation conditions, for instance, low temperature and high strain rate, the creep model gives rise to a relatively large error. Within creep and non-creep deformation conditions, the activation energy for deformation of non-ferrous metals, for these metals such as Al, Mg, and Pb is highly close to that of self-diffusion. Hence, it is recommended that the activation energy need to be adopted for self-diffusion in the constitutive equation under various deformation conditions for these metals. Furthermore, the deformation conditions have a significant impact on the activation energy for deformation of steels. In fact, the activation energy for deformation is noticeably more than that for self-diffusion. The findings of the present research investigation indicate that temperature and strain have strongly impacts on the activation energy for deformation in AISI T1 high-speed steel.

It remains to prove that Eq. 2 can elaborate both temperature and the strain rate in terms of the flow stress under creep deformation conditions, for instance high temperature as well as low strain rate. But, in order to predict the flow stress under non-creep deformation conditions, for instance, low temperature and high strain rate, the creep model gives rise to a relatively large error. Within creep and non-creep deformation conditions, the activation energy for deformation of non-ferrous metals, for these metals such as Al, Mg, and Pb is highly close to that of self-diffusion. Hence, it is recommended that the activation energy need to be adopted for self-diffusion in the constitutive equation under various deformation conditions for these metals. Furthermore, the deformation conditions have a significant impact on the activation energy for deformation of steels. In fact, the activation energy for deformation is noticeably more than that for self-diffusion. The findings of the present research investigation indicate that temperature and strain have strongly impacts on the activation energy for deformation in AISI T1 high-speed steel.

Nowadays, the creep model is broadly applicable in constitutive equations which explain the hot deformation of metals and alloys. To correlate $s(e^\dot{e})$ in a range of temperature, the creep model introduces the Zener-Hollomon parameter, the so-called temperature-compensated strain rate.

The creep model is highly precise whenever applied in explanations of the flow stress under creep deformation conditions, for instance high temperature as well as low strain rate. But, in order to predict the flow stress under non-creep deformation conditions, for instance, low temperature and high strain rate, the creep model gives rise to a relatively large error. Within creep and non-creep deformation conditions, the activation energy for deformation of non-ferrous metals, for these metals such as Al, Mg, and Pb is highly close to that of self-diffusion. Hence, it is recommended that the activation energy need to be adopted for self-diffusion in the constitutive equation under various deformation conditions for these metals. Furthermore, the deformation conditions have a significant impact on the activation energy for deformation of steels. In fact, the activation energy for deformation is noticeably more than that for self-diffusion. The findings of the present research investigation indicate that temperature and strain have strongly impacts on the activation energy for deformation in AISI T1 high-speed steel.

In order to study strain rate effect on hot deformation process in one strain and constant temperature, parameter of strain rate sensitivity is defined. Strain rate sensitivity parameter is considered as one significant feature, so it influences on steel workability amount and it can be calculated as in Eq. 3 (Salehi et al. 2006):

$$m = \frac{\partial \ln \sigma}{\partial \ln \dot{e}}$$

(3)

In order to study temperature effect on hot deformation process in one strain and constant strain rate, temperature sensitivity parameter can be given as follows (Lee et al. 2006):

$$n_e = \frac{\partial \ln \sigma}{\partial \ln T}$$

(4)

In present study, restoration process behaviors in hot steel deformation were studied to determine above equation for the considered steel.

**METHODOLOGY**

The steel used in this study was 1.4841 austenite stainless steel. It is produced in alloy steel complex and based on chemical analysis as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Chemical compound of used steel (wt%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In present study, dilatometer techniques for evaluating thermomechanical behavior and for studying flows in high temperature have been used. Dilatometer system was that of 805 A/D placed in research center and steel engineering alloy steel Esfahan complex. After a practical and comprehensive study, steel specimens with precise dimension and suitable geometry and advised surface conditions were prepared in a suitable direction and specific areas in ingots. Firstly, discs with 1 cm in thickness from forged barreled ingot were identified. They were cut without any fault in macroscopically studies and in radius direction with values in the range of 1/3 ~ 2/3 (cm) radius, dilatometer specimens with 5 mm in diameter and 7.5 mm in height were prepared. Reactions of lubricant moving out friction and correction of sample flow pattern were identified referring previous experimental studies (Zhou et al. 2017). In this regard, in two up and down surfaces, useless cone samples including 136° pinnacle angle were evacuated by mechanizing method. In addition, a glass past dough for fully omitting the efficiency effect was used. Here, barreling effects were not generally been observed after hot deformation operation: (1) Imposed thermomechanical cycles to samples consisted of austenite treatment for 7.5 min in temperature of 1150°C and (2) cooling up to deformation temperature in 1100, 1000, 950°C.
by imposing strain value (= 0.5) which their strain rates was respectively = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5 s⁻¹. Finally, all specimens were cooled from deformation temperature at constant and fast period (20 s) to environment temperature. Optimum results of thermomechanical test consist of stress – strain curves. Stress – strain curves indicated flow behaviors of material in various temperatures and strain rate. The effects of strain rate and temperature in Zener-Hollomon parameter in all thermomechanical cycles were evaluated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section provides results for each experimental works of hot compression. Figure 1(a) to Figure 1(d) show experimental results of hot compression of 1.4841 austenitic stainless steel in various of strain rate and temperature (true stress-strain curve). Table 2 provides explanation on this determined curve using the mechanism in different conditions.

**TABLE 2. Effect of strain rate and deformation temperature on the flow curve of 1.4841 austenitic stainless steel**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>950</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>1100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.001 s⁻¹</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 96.8 MPa (Dynamic recovery)</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 58.7 MPa (Dynamic recovery)</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 25.1 MPa (Dynamic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>εₑₑ = 0.2 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td>εₑₑ = 0.2 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td>εₑₑ = 0.2 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 s⁻¹</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 100.8 MPa (Dynamic recovery)</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 103 MPa (Dynamic recovery)</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 52.5 MPa (Dynamic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>σₑₑ = 0.35 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td>σₑₑ = 0.35 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td>σₑₑ = 0.35 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 s⁻¹</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 201.9 MPa (Dynamic recovery)</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 135.5 MPa (Dynamic recovery)</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 80.3 MPa (Dynamic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>σₑₑ = 0.35 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td>σₑₑ = 0.35 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td>σₑₑ = 0.35 (Recrystallization)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 s⁻¹</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 262 MPa (Dynamic recovery)</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 210 MPa (Dynamic recovery)</td>
<td>σₘₓ = 137.1 MPa (Dynamic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE**

Referring to Figure 2, any increase in strain rate would result in the increase in stress. More precisely, it will increase austenite phase strength. In one specific strain, when sample strain rate increases, the sample will reach into a higher level of energy. It can be seen that the strain corresponding to the peak flow stress increases with the decrease in temperature and with the increment of strain rate. The peak flow stress decreases slowly after the strain reached its peak value consequently, dynamic recrystallization (DRX) acts as the main softening mechanism during deformation. However, decreasing temperature and increasing strain rate will delay the onset of DRX. Figure 1 shows the dependence of peak flow stress on temperature. The sudden change in the slope of the lines in Figure 1 may be related to the dynamic precipitation process, which retards the onset of DRX. This phenomenon has been reported in previous investigations.
As a result, dislocation speed will increase and thereafter, dislocations will hit to the blockages much sooner and finally this process will stop. Dislocation density will increase more because of this stoppage. Its direct influence is to increase flow stress (Beladi et al. 2017). Any increase in strain rate in constant temperature would result in recrystallization in more strains at times shorter. In other words, a delay is observed. As shown in Table 2, in 1100 °C, critical strain ($\varepsilon_c$) was calculated on strain rates 0.001, 0.01s$^{-1}$ respectively 0.2, 0.35. Dynamic recrystallization process will change into dynamic recovery when strain rate rises at this temperature. The most general equation to show the effect of strain rate on flow stress is the same as follows:

$$\sigma = c\varepsilon^m$$

where $m$ is called strain rate sensitivity parameter. It should be noted that this parameter can be calculated by line slope ($\ln\sigma - \ln\varepsilon$).

Considering calculated sensitivity parameters ($m$) from line slope of Figure 3, it can be observed that this parameter is variable and when temperature increases, it will raise.

Any increase strain rate sensitivity in high temperature is related to the increase in process rates activated by heat. Processes such as dislocation climb and grain slip are the best ones to mention. Figure 4 also shows the relationship between strain rate sensitivity and temperature. Any increase in strain rate sensitivity value can be due to DRX in high temperature where they have high strain rate sensitivity value compared to low temperature (Salehi et al. 2006; Lorenz et al. 2003).

![Figure 2](image2.png)  
**Figure 2.** Effect of strain rate on peak stress in different temperatures

![Figure 3](image3.png)  
**Figure 3.** Slope of stress changes in terms of strain rate in order to determine parameter ($m$)

TEMPERATURE EFFECT

As shown in Figure 1, temperature can provide the impacts clearly on the flow stress. When temperature increases, dislocation movement can easily happen. This results in a decrease in dislocation density. Therefore, flow stress for every strain value at high temperatures is less than low temperatures and material resistance against deformation will also decrease (Lee et al. 2006). As shown in Figure 1(c) when in constant strain value and any increase in temperature, recovery process will change into dynamic recrystallization. That is because, any increase in temperature rises can result in an increase in nucleation and growth speed. In fact, if the temperature increases, activation of atoms will grow. So, subgrain boundary and anile twins can act as main centers of recrystallization nucleation formation and can quickly be formed to accelerate dynamic recrystallization (Mohammed et al. 2014). Temperature sensitivity parameter ($\eta_T$) expresses temperature effect on steels when strain and strain rate is constant. This parameter can be calculated by slope line ($\ln\sigma - \ln T$) as shown in Figure 3 and 5 respectively. Figure 5 shows a more precise analysis on the obtained temperature at which the values for various strain rates were estimated more precisely in the range from 5.3 to 11.2. Hence, it can be found that an increase in strain value will result in temperature value.

![Figure 4](image4.png)  
**Figure 4.** The effect of temperature on sensitivity to strain rate parameter ($m$)
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND STRAIN RATE COMBINATION

Both parameters such as temperature and strain rate will be collected in a parameter called Zener – Hollomon. Its advantage is to measure changes of both parameters more easily. These parameter changes can change DRX behavior in to DRV one. With regard to Table 2, austenite stainless steel with more alloys element in a delay phenomenon or recrystallization non observance can be seen. In addition, low strain rate and high-temperature (Z falling) recrystallization is more likely to happen since there is enough time for the new phase nucleation. So when strain value increases and temperature decreases (Z increasing), dynamic recovery is the most observed event. To determine (Z), according to Eq. 1, \( \frac{Q}{\text{HW}} \) amount should be measured. In this study, \( \frac{Q}{\text{HW}} \) is measured about 459.186 kJ/mol using Eq. 2, Figure 6 and Figure 7. From thermomechanical perspectives, the \( \frac{Q}{\text{HW}} \) enables dislocations to overcome short-range barriers.

CONCLUSION

Increasing strain rate while the temperature is kept constant would result in recrystallization in more strains at times shorter. Any increase in strain rate sensitivity at high temperatures is pertinent to the increase in process rates activated by heat such as dislocation climb and grain boundary slip. On the other hand, any increase in strain rate sensitivity value can be due to DRX at high temperatures, where they have high strain rate sensitivity value as of at low temperatures. Flow stress for every strain value at high temperatures is less than low temperatures and material resistance against deformation will also decrease. Any increase temperature in constant strain value cause to recovery process will change into dynamic recrystallization. Parameter zener-Holloman has been fallen in high strain rate and temperature and also recrystallization is more likely to happen since there is enough time for the new phase nucleation. Dynamic crystallization happens in lower critical strain due to alloy elements of 1.4841 Alloy Stainless Steel when temperature is high and strain rate is low.
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